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The centuries-old Jewish community of Ireland is located in the outskirts of Western Europe.  

Despite an increase to 2,557 in the 2016 census (up from 1,984 at the previous count), the 

Irish Jewish population has been in steady decline since the 1930s, and numbers of those 

who claim affiliation to the Irish Jewish community, whether in Dublin (where the core Jewish 

community resides, and the focus of this paper) or elsewhere in the country, are now 

critically low.  These statistics have impacted on both Jewish and wider society within Ireland, 

whether in the context of religious diversity and inclusion within a predominantly Roman 

Catholic setting, or in terms of Irish cultural heritage and its attendant commodification both 

at home and abroad.    

 

As Dublin’s Jewish community has contracted, its physical spaces have been jettisoned, 

resulting in the disappearance of most identifiably Jewish buildings from the Dublin urban 

landscape, while arguably undermining cultural and religious identity among Dublin’s Jews. 

Simultaneously, this has created an external public perception of Dublin’s Jews as either lost 

and forgotten, or as historical (though living) artefacts, associated with a past that located 

them mainly around the environs of the South Circular Road and the nearby stretch of the 

Grand Canal retrospectively titled ‘Little Jerusalem’ (owing to a concentration of Jewish 

families who lived in this area during the first half of the twentieth century).  Paradoxically, an 

unregulated industry has developed around this barely-perceptible Jewish built heritage and 

the mythology which enshrouds it, often in the form of walking-tours organised by 

competing individuals and organisations, offering varying degrees of historiographical 

accuracy delivered to an increasingly curious and engaged tourist clientele. 

 

This paper seeks to outline how Jewish cultural history in Dublin is experienced and 

exported, and asks whether or not this heritage can be sustained into the future. 
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